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The GENII Instance Manager facilitates the dropping and dragging of applications between installations as well as the synchronization of database 

connections, domains and expressions, and symbology. Instances in a tiered series are common within larger organizations to protect higher-level 

production operations from lower-level development activities. For example:

Production: business activity is protected from testing and development. Only applications in operational use are mounted, and only proven applications 

and their data are accessed.

Test: new applications may be tested against operational data in a protected environment (operational test and evaluation/user acceptance testing).

Development: dedicated to data and application development. Such an instance is generally not exposed to operational data.

Acceptance: a dedicated instance to test new software changes prior to installing into the enterprise architecture.

Interagency Services are an advanced function which facilitates the linking of multiple 

organizations. Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) techniques are employed. As such, different 

organizations may elect to release portions of their Application Index to other organizations. Using 

the GENII Instance Manager, it is also possible to drop and drag complete applications between 

organizations. For example:

The linking of state departments of transportation to share trucking permits.

The linking of a county with its constituent cities and towns.

The linking of state, local, and planning authorities on a common interest such as 

transportation, planning, or other common interest.

Legacy systems are typically so important that they cannot be unplugged. Likewise, some are so monolithic and dated that building a modern 

equivalent is not only too costly, but not cost-effective because the fundamental approach is obsolete. In either case, the first step in 

recovering legacy data is to create a routine replication of those data within a relational environment. Once here:

Legacy users continue to maintain the legacy data using the legacy system.

EII methods may be used to create parallel applications against the replicated data using virtual relationships.

The dated methods of the legacy may be modeled within GENII and ported in parallel to the legacy users.

Legacy users are trained in the GENII application.

A crossover date is set, and a final cut of the legacy data are placed into the replicated database.

The replicated database is promoted to OLTP production and the legacy system disconnected.

Last, through EII flexibility, the application can be evolved away from the dated methods and towards the envisioned modern methods.
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